
ALL THE PERKS WITH NO COMMITMENT - SHORT

TERM LEASE ON OFFER PRIME RESTAURANT

Retail

LEASED BY MICHAEL BURGIO 0430 344 700, 1/876 Pittwater Road,
Dee Why, NSW 2099

127 m²Floor Area: 127.00 m² (approx)Land Area:

Leased

Leased: Sat 02-Jul-16

Property Description

Ever wanted to trial your own restaurant but can't commit to a 3,5 or 10 year lease? Then
this is for you!

Ready to open the doors is this prime restaurant right in the heart of DY.

We have an unsurpassed opportunity to secure this fully fitted out restaurant in Brookvale's
best location, right at the core this is currently one of the Northern Beaches fastest growth
suburbs.

Situated amongst everything is a business where not a cent is required, a restaurant that
has a complete fit-out, all you need is the key to open the door!

127sqm of dream space, you are literally surrounded by hundreds of thousands of passing
cars & pedestrian traffic, this is your dream come true.

Immaculate in presentation, it's frontage faces Pittwater Road supplying enormous
exposure & signage opportunities.

Rear, level access enables easy access for deliveries.

We urge you to inspect one of the best commercial opportunities of 2015!

SEE IT TODAY, TONIGHT, TOMORROW, ANYTIME YOU LIKE? CALL US, WE NEVER
SLEEP :)
Details:

- Short term lease on offer
- 127SQM of restaurant ready space - all you need is the key
- wine and liquor license on premises
- A supreme space with enormous exposure it faces Pittwater Road & is ready for operation
as a cafe/restaurant
- Over 45-60 seats including bar counter
- 2 commercial grade air-conditioners already installed
- Floor to ceiling windows invite plenty of natural light & amazing signage opportunities
- Male & female bathrooms + small private office
- Kitchen pantry equipped with multiple fridges, ovens, sinks & dishwasher
- Bar counter equipped with a sink, cooler & dishwasher
- Grease trap + exhaust system installed
- Rear access to parking space for ease of shipment
- High passing vehicle traffic - 45,000 cars everyday!!!
- Huge pedestrian exposure - this is a dream
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